Addendum No. 002

Subject: Mechanical Plant Replacement
SDP Contracts No. B-091C & B-092C of 2017/18

Location: James G. Blaine School
3001 W. Berks Street, Philadelphia, PA 19121

This Addendum, dated April 4, 2019, shall modify and become part of the Contract Documents for the work of this project. Any items not mentioned herein, or affected by, shall be performed strictly in accordance with the original documents.

Revise as indicated below or by attachment

1. Is the electrical contractor required to carry “rigger’s liability insurance” for this bid or only the mechanical contractor?
   a. Only the Mechanical Contractor will be required to provide Rigger’s Liability Insurance for this project.

2. What is the horse power of pumps CP-1 and CP-2? They are shown on electrical drawings but are not shown on drawing m-601-0, mechanical schedules. Who supplies the starter/disconnects shown on the electric drawings but not on mechanical drawings? Are these actually the “control panels” for the boilers and not “circulator pumps” in which they would come into the boiler control panel?
   a. The boiler circulating pumps CP-1 and CP-2 are not part of the design anymore. See updated drawings as part of Addendum#1.

3. CP-3 is shown on drawing m-601-0, mechanical schedules and the electric panel schedule but is not shown on drawing e-100-0 for a location. I assume this is a in-line circulator pump for the gas water heater. Does the electrical contractor furnish and install a disconnect switch?
   a. CP-3 is indicated as CP-1 on M100.0 drawings. Electrical drawing E-100.0 and Panel schedule on drawing E-601.0 has been updated to indicate the new designation. See updated drawings part of Addendum#1.

END OF ADDENDUM #002